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Hostile forces 11 May 2008

Enforced security: solution
or stopgap?
Monthly death toll rising
again 28 Feb 2008

ANNOUNCEMENT
IBC emails not received 1015 Jan 2008 15 Jan 2008
Documented civilian deaths from violence
IBC’s 2007 analysis on
Pacifica Radio (WBAI.org)

83,798 – 91,460

Data is drawn from crosschecked media reports,
hospital, morgue, NGO and
official figures to produce a
credible record of known
deaths and incidents. (more
in About IBC)

(MP3 file - interview
begins @ 49 mins)
4 Jan 2008

Civilian deaths from
violence in 2007

You can contribute to IBC's
work in several ways,
including with a donation.

Analysis of the year’s toll
from IBC 1 Jan 2008

Latest incidents

ANNOUNCEMENT

Mar 29: Fourteen
Son of Nur Muhammad
decomposed bodies found Baby; Male Details
in Muqdadiya Details

IBC begins to include
credible single-sourced
reports 21 Dec 2007

Latest identified

Recent events
Sunday 18 May: 18 dead
Baghdad: car bomb kills 1; 7 (including 3 children)
are shot dead by Iraqi forces, Sadr City; 4 bodies.

The Price of Loss
How the West values
civilian lives in Iraq.
12 Nov 2007

How can the utility of press
reports be assessed?
Some preliminary

Iraq Body Count is an
ongoing human security
project which maintains and
updates the world’s largest
public database of violent
civilian deaths during and
since the 2003 invasion. The
count encompasses noncombatants killed by military
or paramilitary action and
the breakdown in civil
security following the
invasion.

Basra
Basra: 3 pollicemen shot dead in separate
incidents.
Ninewa
Mosul: body found.
Anbar
Haditha: bodies of 2 recently released detainees
found.
More

Earlier items:
Reality checks: Some
responses to the latest
Lancet estimates
Year Four: Simply the
Worst
A Dossier on Civilian
Casualties in Iraq 20032005
Falluja Siege, April 2004: A
News Analysis
Adding indifference to
injury
Iraq death toll in third year
of occupation is highest yet

approaches to testing
media completeness and
reliability. 1 Nov 2007

Large bombings claim ever
more lives
2007 sees the worst
bombings ever – and more
of them 4 Oct 2007

The Baghdad ‘surge’ and
civilian casualties
What effect is the increase
in US troop deployment to
Baghdad having on
violence against civilians?
Sep 2007

The state of knowledge on
civilian casualties in Iraq
Counts, estimates and
government
responsibility. 3 Sep 2007

How has IBC been used by
others?
Examples of the range of
IBC’s usage by
organisations and
individuals 3 Sep 2007
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Civilian deaths in “noble”
Iraq mission pass 10,000

